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Context-Dependent Entity Typing

q Given token spans of entity mentions in text, focuses 
on classifying them into types of interest

[Barack Obama] arrived this afternoon in [Washington, D.C.]. 
[President Obama]’s wife [Michelle] accompanied him

[TNF alpha] is produced chiefly by activated [macrophages]
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Entity Types: From Coarse Labels to Fine-Grained Labels

ID Sentence

S2 The fourth movie in the Predator series entitled ‘The Predator’ may see 
the return of action-movie star Arnold Schwarzenegger to the franchise

Person
Location

Organization

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business
man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...
...

...

A set of few common types

A type hierarchy with 100+ types



Entity Types: From Coarse Labels to Fine-Grained Labels

ID Sentence

S2 The fourth movie in the Predator series entitled ‘The Predator’ may see 
the return of action-movie star Arnold Schwarzenegger to the franchise

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business
man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...
...

...

q Fine-grained entity type features
for deeperNLP tasks
– Relation extraction: a 93%

improvement on NYT news articles,
reported by (Ling and Weld, 2012)

– Coreference resolution

q Assists downstream applications
– Question answering systems
– Knowledge base completion

*Ling and Weld, “Fine-Grained Entity Recognition”, AAAI 2012



How to Get Labeled Data?
q Human annotation (for 100+ entity types)

– Cost
– Error-prone

cannot scale up!

Hard for (non-expert) annotators to 
distinguish over 100 types consistently

Crowding sourcing?



How to Get Labeled Data?
q Human annotation
q Distant supervision*

– Heuristically labels large
corpus with KB types

Mention: “Schwarzenegger”; Context: S3;

Candidate Type Set: {person, politician, artist, 

actor, author, businessman, althete}

ID Sentence 
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S3

...
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  Mission Serve's serv ice project on Veterans Day 2010.

  The fourth movie in the Predator series entitled 'The 

  Predator' may see the return of action-movie star Arnold
  Schwarzenegger to the franchise.

  Schwarzenegger’s first property investment was a block

  of six units, for which he scraped together $US27,000.

...
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S2

S3
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Target Type 
Hierarchy

Mention: “Arnold Schwarzenegger”; Context: S1;

Candidate Type Set: {person, politician, artist, 

actor, author, businessman, althete}

...

Mention: “Arnold Schwarzenegger”; Context: S2;
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S3
Candidate types: {person, politician,
athlete businessman, artist, actor, author}

*Mintz et al. “Distant supervision for relation extraction without labeled data”, ACL 2009



Automatic Fine-Grained Entity Typing

Text corpus

• Problem: How to learn an effective model to predict
a single type-path for each unlinkable entity mentions,
using the automatically-labeled training corpus

--------------------
--------------------
--------------------
--------------------
--------------------

--------------------
--------------------
--------------------
--------------------
--------------------

?

?

?

Labeled corpus

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business
man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...
...

...

--------------------
--------------------
--------------------
--------------------
--------------------

Typing model Predictions for
unlinkable mentions

NER + Distant
Supervision



Challenges
q Noisy type labels

– Context-agnostic entity
type assignment on
entity mentions
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Challenges
q Noisy type labels: How severe ?

Noisy mention: entity mention which
is assigned with multiple sibling types
in the given type hierarchy
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Challenges
q Noisy type labels

What about just removing the noisy mentions*?

A significant loss (>20%) of training instances!

*Gillick et al., “Context-Dependent Fine-Grained Entity Type Tagging”, 2014



Challenges
q Noisy type labels
q Type correlation: independentà correlated

actor

singer

politician

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business
man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...
...

...

more similar

less similar

How to deal with infrequent (fine-grained) entity types



Our Solution: “AFET”
q Jointly embed entity mentions and type labels into a

low-dimensional vector space

q Design a noise-robust loss function to model “false
positive” labels in training data

q Enforce adaptive margins on entity mentions, to
encode type correlation



Our Solution: “AFET”
q Jointly embed entity mention and type labels into a

low-dimensional vector space

q Design a noise-robust loss function to model “false
positive” labels in training data

q Enforce adaptive margins on entity mentions, to
encode type correlation

q Contributions
– Minimally-supervised: distant supervision
– Effective: consistent gains over state-of-the-art
– Efficient: scalable to large training corpus; fast inference



AFET: Framework Overview

Extract text features

Partition training set

Joint embedding

Type inference

ID Sentence

S1 Governor [Arnold Schwarzenegger] gives a speech at 
Mission Serve's service project on Veterans Day 2010.

“S1_Arnold Schwarzenegger”
Candidate types: {person, politician, 
artist, actor, author, businessman, athlete}

“S4_Ted Cruz”
Candidate types: {person, politician}

Noisy mention

Clean mention

text feature
type label

*

* Yogatama et al. “Embedding methods for fine grained entity type classification”, ACL 2015.



Mapping Mentions & Types into A Joint Space

X =
binary feature vector for
“S4_Ted Cruz” (dim = M)

feature matrix U
(d-by-M)

tions have already been extracted and mapped to KB
entities using anchor links in the corpus. In specific
domains (e.g., reviews, tweets) where such public
datasets are unavailable, one can utilize distant su-
pervision (Ling and Weld, 2012) to automatically
label the corpus, where an entity linker (Shen et al.,
2014) will detect mentions mi (in set M) and map
them to one or more entity ei in E . Types of ei in
KB  are then associated with mi to form its type
set Yi, i.e., Yi =

�

y | (ei, y) 2 T , y 2 Y .
Problem Description. Since Yi is annotated for en-
tity ei, it includes all possible types of ei and thus
may contain types that are irrelevant to mi’s spe-
cific context ci. Ideally, the type labels for mi 2 M
should form a type-path (not required to end at a
leaf) in Yi (Yogatama et al., 2015; Gillick et al.,
2014; Yosef et al., 2012), which serves as a context-
dependent type annotation for mi. However, as dis-
cussed in (Gillick et al., 2014) and shown in Fig. 1,
Yi may contain type-paths that are irrelevant to mi

in ci. Even though in some cases Yi is already a
type-path, it may be overly specific for ci and so in-
sufficient to infer the whole type-path using ci. We
denote the true type-path for mention mi as Y⇤

i . This
work focuses on estimating Y⇤

i from Yi based on
mention mi as well as its context ci, where the can-
didate type set Yi may contain (1) types that are ir-
relevant to ci, and (2) types that are overly specific
to ci. Formally, we define the LNR task as follows.

Definition 1 (Problem Definition) Given a train-
ing corpus D =

�

(mi, ci,Yi)
 N

i=1
, a KB  with type

schema Y and entity-type facts T =

�

(e, y)
 

, and
a target type hierarchy Y ✓ Y , the task of auto-
matic fine-grained entity typing aims to estimate a
single type-path Y⇤

i ✓ Yi for each mention mi 2 MT

based on mi itself and its context ci.

3 Hierarchical Partial-Label Embedding

This section follows notations in Table 3 to for-
mulate an optimization problem for joint embed-
ding of entity mentions and type labels into a low-
dimensional vector space.
The Joint Mention-Type-path Model.

We propose to learn mappings into low-
dimensional vector space, where, both entity men-
tions and type labels are represented, and in that
space, two objects are embedded close to each other

if and only if their share similar types. Mapping
functions for entity mentions and type labels are dif-
ferent as they have different representation in the
raw feature space, but are jointly learned by opti-
mizing an objective of interests to handle the afore-
mentioned challenges.

We start with a representation of entity mentions.
To capture the shallow syntax and distributional se-
mantics of a mention mi 2 M, we extract various
features from both mi itself (e.g., head token) and
its context ci (e.g., bigram). Table 2 lists the set of
text features used in this work, which is similar to
those used in (Yogatama et al., 2015; Ling and Weld,
2012). We denote the set of M unique features of M
extracted from D as F = {fj}Mj=1. Details of feature
generation are introduced in Sec. 4.1. Each entity
mention mi 2 M can be representation by a M -
dimensional feature vector mi 2 R+M

0 , where mi,j

is the number of occurrences of fj for mi. Each type
label yk 2 Y is represented by a K-dimensional in-
dicator vector yk 2 0, 1K , where yk,k = 1, and 0

otherwise.
We aim to learn a mapping function from the

mention’s feature space to a low-dimensional vector
space

�M(mi) : RM 7! Rd,

and a mapping function from type label space to the
same low-dimensional space

�Y(yk) : RK 7! Rd .

In this work, we adopt linear maps, as similar to
the mapping functions in ().

�M(mi) = Umi; �Y(yk) = Vyk. (1)

where U 2 Rd⇥M and V 2 Rd⇥K are the linear
projection matrices for mentions and type labels, re-
spectively.
Modeling Type-path Correlation.

In target type hierarchy Y , types closer to each
other (i.e., shorter path) tend to be more related (e.g.,
actor is more related to artist than to person
in the left column of Fig. ??). In KB  , types as-
signed to similar sets of entities should be more re-
lated to each other than those assigned to quite dif-
ferent entities (Jiang et al., 2015) (e.g., actor is

d-dim vector space

“S4_Ted Cruz”
senator Ted

mi



Mapping Mentions & Types into A Joint Space

X =
“S4_Ted Cruz”

X =
binary vector for
politician (dim = K)

type matrix V
(d-by-K)

tions have already been extracted and mapped to KB
entities using anchor links in the corpus. In specific
domains (e.g., reviews, tweets) where such public
datasets are unavailable, one can utilize distant su-
pervision (Ling and Weld, 2012) to automatically
label the corpus, where an entity linker (Shen et al.,
2014) will detect mentions mi (in set M) and map
them to one or more entity ei in E . Types of ei in
KB  are then associated with mi to form its type
set Yi, i.e., Yi =

�

y | (ei, y) 2 T , y 2 Y .
Problem Description. Since Yi is annotated for en-
tity ei, it includes all possible types of ei and thus
may contain types that are irrelevant to mi’s spe-
cific context ci. Ideally, the type labels for mi 2 M
should form a type-path (not required to end at a
leaf) in Yi (Yogatama et al., 2015; Gillick et al.,
2014; Yosef et al., 2012), which serves as a context-
dependent type annotation for mi. However, as dis-
cussed in (Gillick et al., 2014) and shown in Fig. 1,
Yi may contain type-paths that are irrelevant to mi

in ci. Even though in some cases Yi is already a
type-path, it may be overly specific for ci and so in-
sufficient to infer the whole type-path using ci. We
denote the true type-path for mention mi as Y⇤

i . This
work focuses on estimating Y⇤

i from Yi based on
mention mi as well as its context ci, where the can-
didate type set Yi may contain (1) types that are ir-
relevant to ci, and (2) types that are overly specific
to ci. Formally, we define the LNR task as follows.

Definition 1 (Problem Definition) Given a train-
ing corpus D =

�

(mi, ci,Yi)
 N

i=1
, a KB  with type

schema Y and entity-type facts T =

�

(e, y)
 

, and
a target type hierarchy Y ✓ Y , the task of auto-
matic fine-grained entity typing aims to estimate a
single type-path Y⇤

i ✓ Yi for each mention mi 2 MT

based on mi itself and its context ci.

3 Hierarchical Partial-Label Embedding

This section follows notations in Table 3 to for-
mulate an optimization problem for joint embed-
ding of entity mentions and type labels into a low-
dimensional vector space.
The Joint Mention-Type-path Model.

We propose to learn mappings into low-
dimensional vector space, where, both entity men-
tions and type labels are represented, and in that
space, two objects are embedded close to each other

if and only if their share similar types. Mapping
functions for entity mentions and type labels are dif-
ferent as they have different representation in the
raw feature space, but are jointly learned by opti-
mizing an objective of interests to handle the afore-
mentioned challenges.

We start with a representation of entity mentions.
To capture the shallow syntax and distributional se-
mantics of a mention mi 2 M, we extract various
features from both mi itself (e.g., head token) and
its context ci (e.g., bigram). Table 2 lists the set of
text features used in this work, which is similar to
those used in (Yogatama et al., 2015; Ling and Weld,
2012). We denote the set of M unique features of M
extracted from D as F = {fj}Mj=1. Details of feature
generation are introduced in Sec. 4.1. Each entity
mention mi 2 M can be representation by a M -
dimensional feature vector mi 2 R+M

0 , where mi,j

is the number of occurrences of fj for mi. Each type
label yk 2 Y is represented by a K-dimensional in-
dicator vector yk 2 0, 1K , where yk,k = 1, and 0

otherwise.
We aim to learn a mapping function from the

mention’s feature space to a low-dimensional vector
space

�M(mi) : RM 7! Rd,

and a mapping function from type label space to the
same low-dimensional space

�Y(yk) : RK 7! Rd .

In this work, we adopt linear maps, as similar to
the mapping functions in ().

�M(mi) = Umi; �Y(yk) = Vyk. (1)

where U 2 Rd⇥M and V 2 Rd⇥K are the linear
projection matrices for mentions and type labels, re-
spectively.
Modeling Type-path Correlation.

In target type hierarchy Y , types closer to each
other (i.e., shorter path) tend to be more related (e.g.,
actor is more related to artist than to person
in the left column of Fig. ??). In KB  , types as-
signed to similar sets of entities should be more re-
lated to each other than those assigned to quite dif-
ferent entities (Jiang et al., 2015) (e.g., actor is

d-dim vector space

“S4_Ted Cruz”

politician

politician

senator Ted

yk

fk(mi) = miTUT V yk
Similarity by dot product



How to Learn Mapping Matrices?

X =

X =

type matrix V
(d-by-K)

d-dim vector space

“S4_Ted Cruz”

politician
yk

?

?

feature matrix U
(d-by-M)



Modeling Each Clean Mention

Feature Description Example
Head Syntactic head token of the mention “HEAD Turing”
Token Tokens in the mention “Turing”, “Machine”
POS Part-of-Speech tag of tokens in the mention “NN”
Character All character trigrams in the head of the mention “:tu”, “tur”, ..., “ng:”
Word Shape Word shape of the tokens in the mention “Aa” for “Turing”
Length Number of tokens in the mention “2”

Context Unigrams/bigrams before and after the mention “CXT B:Maserati ,”, “CXT A:and
the”

Brown Cluster Brown cluster ID for the head token (learned using D) “4 1100”, “8 1101111”, “12 111011111111”

Dependency Stanford syntactic dependency (Manning et al., 2014)
associated with the head token “GOV:nn”, “GOV:turing”

Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
Input: path 1 p1[1 · · ·m], path 2 p2[1 · · ·n], cost matrix

W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
2 Edit[1, 1] (p1[1] 6= p2[1])⇥W [p1[1], p2[1]]
3 for i 2 to m do
4 Edit[i, 1] Edit[i� 1, 1] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]]
5 end
6 for j  2 to n do
7 Edit[1, j] Edit[1, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]
8 end
9 for i 2 to m do

10 for j  2 to n do
11 if p1[i] = p2[j] then
12 Edit[i, j] Edit[i� 1, j � 1]
13 end
14 else
15 Edit[1, j] min{
16 Edit[i� 1, j � 1] +W [p1[i], p2[j]],
17 Edit[i� 1, j] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]],
18 Edit[i, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]}
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return Edit[m,n]
23 end

more related to director than to author in the
right column of Fig. ??). We propose to model type
correlation based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 (Type Correlation) If high correla-
tion exists between two target types based on either
type hierarchy or KB, they should be embedded close
to each other.

We formulate the hierarchy-induced WARP loss

as follows.

`c(mi,Yi,Yi) =

X

yk2Yi

X

yk̄2Yi

L
j

rankyk

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

⇥i,k,k̄

(2)

⇥i,k,k̄ = max

n

0, �k,k̄ � fk(mi) + fk̄(mi)

o

. (3)

rankyk

⇣

f(mi)

⌘

=

X

yk̄2Yi

⇣

�k,k̄ + fk̄(mi) > fk(mi)

⌘

(4)

A simple way to measure correlation between two
types is to use their distance in the target type hier-
archy (tree). Specifically, a link (yk, yk0

) is formed
if there exists a path between types yk and yk0 in
Y (paths passing root node are excluded). We de-
fine the weight of link (yk, yk0

) 2 GY Y as wkk0
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, where ⇢(yk, yk0
) denotes the length

of the shortest path between types yk and yk0 in Y .
Although using shortest path to compute type corre-
lation is efficient, its accuracy is limited—It is not
always true that a type (e.g., athlete) is more re-
lated to its parent type (i.e., person) than to its sib-
ling types (e.g., coach), or that all sibling types are
equally related to each other (e.g., actor is more
related to director than to author).

An alternative approach to avoid this accuracy
issue is to exploit entity-type facts T in KB to
measure type correlation. Given two target types
yk, yk0 2 Y , the correlation between them is propor-
tional to the number of entities they share in the KB.
Let Ek denote the set of entities assigned with type
yk in KB, i.e., Ek =
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e | (e, yk) 2 T 
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For a clean mention, its “positive types” should
be ranked higher than all its “negative types”



Modeling Each Clean Mention

Feature Description Example
Head Syntactic head token of the mention “HEAD Turing”
Token Tokens in the mention “Turing”, “Machine”
POS Part-of-Speech tag of tokens in the mention “NN”
Character All character trigrams in the head of the mention “:tu”, “tur”, ..., “ng:”
Word Shape Word shape of the tokens in the mention “Aa” for “Turing”
Length Number of tokens in the mention “2”

Context Unigrams/bigrams before and after the mention “CXT B:Maserati ,”, “CXT A:and
the”

Brown Cluster Brown cluster ID for the head token (learned using D) “4 1100”, “8 1101111”, “12 111011111111”

Dependency Stanford syntactic dependency (Manning et al., 2014)
associated with the head token “GOV:nn”, “GOV:turing”

Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
Input: path 1 p1[1 · · ·m], path 2 p2[1 · · ·n], cost matrix

W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
2 Edit[1, 1] (p1[1] 6= p2[1])⇥W [p1[1], p2[1]]
3 for i 2 to m do
4 Edit[i, 1] Edit[i� 1, 1] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]]
5 end
6 for j  2 to n do
7 Edit[1, j] Edit[1, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]
8 end
9 for i 2 to m do

10 for j  2 to n do
11 if p1[i] = p2[j] then
12 Edit[i, j] Edit[i� 1, j � 1]
13 end
14 else
15 Edit[1, j] min{
16 Edit[i� 1, j � 1] +W [p1[i], p2[j]],
17 Edit[i� 1, j] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]],
18 Edit[i, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]}
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return Edit[m,n]
23 end

more related to director than to author in the
right column of Fig. ??). We propose to model type
correlation based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 (Type Correlation) If high correla-
tion exists between two target types based on either
type hierarchy or KB, they should be embedded close
to each other.
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lation is efficient, its accuracy is limited—It is not
always true that a type (e.g., athlete) is more re-
lated to its parent type (i.e., person) than to its sib-
ling types (e.g., coach), or that all sibling types are
equally related to each other (e.g., actor is more
related to director than to author).

An alternative approach to avoid this accuracy
issue is to exploit entity-type facts T in KB to
measure type correlation. Given two target types
yk, yk0 2 Y , the correlation between them is propor-
tional to the number of entities they share in the KB.
Let Ek denote the set of entities assigned with type
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Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
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W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
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correlation based on the following hypothesis.
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Token Tokens in the mention “Turing”, “Machine”
POS Part-of-Speech tag of tokens in the mention “NN”
Character All character trigrams in the head of the mention “:tu”, “tur”, ..., “ng:”
Word Shape Word shape of the tokens in the mention “Aa” for “Turing”
Length Number of tokens in the mention “2”

Context Unigrams/bigrams before and after the mention “CXT B:Maserati ,”, “CXT A:and
the”

Brown Cluster Brown cluster ID for the head token (learned using D) “4 1100”, “8 1101111”, “12 111011111111”
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associated with the head token “GOV:nn”, “GOV:turing”

Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
Input: path 1 p1[1 · · ·m], path 2 p2[1 · · ·n], cost matrix

W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
2 Edit[1, 1] (p1[1] 6= p2[1])⇥W [p1[1], p2[1]]
3 for i 2 to m do
4 Edit[i, 1] Edit[i� 1, 1] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]]
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9 for i 2 to m do
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13 end
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A simple way to measure correlation between two
types is to use their distance in the target type hier-
archy (tree). Specifically, a link (yk, yk0
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of the shortest path between types yk and yk0 in Y .
Although using shortest path to compute type corre-
lation is efficient, its accuracy is limited—It is not
always true that a type (e.g., athlete) is more re-
lated to its parent type (i.e., person) than to its sib-
ling types (e.g., coach), or that all sibling types are
equally related to each other (e.g., actor is more
related to director than to author).

An alternative approach to avoid this accuracy
issue is to exploit entity-type facts T in KB to
measure type correlation. Given two target types
yk, yk0 2 Y , the correlation between them is propor-
tional to the number of entities they share in the KB.
Let Ek denote the set of entities assigned with type
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Feature Description Example
Head Syntactic head token of the mention “HEAD Turing”
Token Tokens in the mention “Turing”, “Machine”
POS Part-of-Speech tag of tokens in the mention “NN”
Character All character trigrams in the head of the mention “:tu”, “tur”, ..., “ng:”
Word Shape Word shape of the tokens in the mention “Aa” for “Turing”
Length Number of tokens in the mention “2”

Context Unigrams/bigrams before and after the mention “CXT B:Maserati ,”, “CXT A:and
the”

Brown Cluster Brown cluster ID for the head token (learned using D) “4 1100”, “8 1101111”, “12 111011111111”

Dependency Stanford syntactic dependency (Manning et al., 2014)
associated with the head token “GOV:nn”, “GOV:turing”

Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
Input: path 1 p1[1 · · ·m], path 2 p2[1 · · ·n], cost matrix

W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
2 Edit[1, 1] (p1[1] 6= p2[1])⇥W [p1[1], p2[1]]
3 for i 2 to m do
4 Edit[i, 1] Edit[i� 1, 1] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]]
5 end
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9 for i 2 to m do
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11 if p1[i] = p2[j] then
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13 end
14 else
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23 end
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always true that a type (e.g., athlete) is more re-
lated to its parent type (i.e., person) than to its sib-
ling types (e.g., coach), or that all sibling types are
equally related to each other (e.g., actor is more
related to director than to author).

An alternative approach to avoid this accuracy
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Feature Description Example
Head Syntactic head token of the mention “HEAD Turing”
Token Tokens in the mention “Turing”, “Machine”
POS Part-of-Speech tag of tokens in the mention “NN”
Character All character trigrams in the head of the mention “:tu”, “tur”, ..., “ng:”
Word Shape Word shape of the tokens in the mention “Aa” for “Turing”
Length Number of tokens in the mention “2”

Context Unigrams/bigrams before and after the mention “CXT B:Maserati ,”, “CXT A:and
the”

Brown Cluster Brown cluster ID for the head token (learned using D) “4 1100”, “8 1101111”, “12 111011111111”

Dependency Stanford syntactic dependency (Manning et al., 2014)
associated with the head token “GOV:nn”, “GOV:turing”

Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
Input: path 1 p1[1 · · ·m], path 2 p2[1 · · ·n], cost matrix

W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
2 Edit[1, 1] (p1[1] 6= p2[1])⇥W [p1[1], p2[1]]
3 for i 2 to m do
4 Edit[i, 1] Edit[i� 1, 1] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]]
5 end
6 for j  2 to n do
7 Edit[1, j] Edit[1, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]
8 end
9 for i 2 to m do

10 for j  2 to n do
11 if p1[i] = p2[j] then
12 Edit[i, j] Edit[i� 1, j � 1]
13 end
14 else
15 Edit[1, j] min{
16 Edit[i� 1, j � 1] +W [p1[i], p2[j]],
17 Edit[i� 1, j] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]],
18 Edit[i, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]}
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return Edit[m,n]
23 end

more related to director than to author in the
right column of Fig. ??). We propose to model type
correlation based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 (Type Correlation) If high correla-
tion exists between two target types based on either
type hierarchy or KB, they should be embedded close
to each other.
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A simple way to measure correlation between two
types is to use their distance in the target type hier-
archy (tree). Specifically, a link (yk, yk0

) is formed
if there exists a path between types yk and yk0 in
Y (paths passing root node are excluded). We de-
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of the shortest path between types yk and yk0 in Y .
Although using shortest path to compute type corre-
lation is efficient, its accuracy is limited—It is not
always true that a type (e.g., athlete) is more re-
lated to its parent type (i.e., person) than to its sib-
ling types (e.g., coach), or that all sibling types are
equally related to each other (e.g., actor is more
related to director than to author).

An alternative approach to avoid this accuracy
issue is to exploit entity-type facts T in KB to
measure type correlation. Given two target types
yk, yk0 2 Y , the correlation between them is propor-
tional to the number of entities they share in the KB.
Let Ek denote the set of entities assigned with type
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be ranked higher than all its “negative types”
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Adaptive Margin to Incorporate Type Correlation

Feature Description Example
Head Syntactic head token of the mention “HEAD Turing”
Token Tokens in the mention “Turing”, “Machine”
POS Part-of-Speech tag of tokens in the mention “NN”
Character All character trigrams in the head of the mention “:tu”, “tur”, ..., “ng:”
Word Shape Word shape of the tokens in the mention “Aa” for “Turing”
Length Number of tokens in the mention “2”

Context Unigrams/bigrams before and after the mention “CXT B:Maserati ,”, “CXT A:and
the”

Brown Cluster Brown cluster ID for the head token (learned using D) “4 1100”, “8 1101111”, “12 111011111111”

Dependency Stanford syntactic dependency (Manning et al., 2014)
associated with the head token “GOV:nn”, “GOV:turing”

Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
Input: path 1 p1[1 · · ·m], path 2 p2[1 · · ·n], cost matrix

W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
2 Edit[1, 1] (p1[1] 6= p2[1])⇥W [p1[1], p2[1]]
3 for i 2 to m do
4 Edit[i, 1] Edit[i� 1, 1] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]]
5 end
6 for j  2 to n do
7 Edit[1, j] Edit[1, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]
8 end
9 for i 2 to m do

10 for j  2 to n do
11 if p1[i] = p2[j] then
12 Edit[i, j] Edit[i� 1, j � 1]
13 end
14 else
15 Edit[1, j] min{
16 Edit[i� 1, j � 1] +W [p1[i], p2[j]],
17 Edit[i� 1, j] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]],
18 Edit[i, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]}
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return Edit[m,n]
23 end

more related to director than to author in the
right column of Fig. ??). We propose to model type
correlation based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 (Type Correlation) If high correla-
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equally related to each other (e.g., actor is more
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An alternative approach to avoid this accuracy
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measure type correlation. Given two target types
yk, yk0 2 Y , the correlation between them is propor-
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where |Ek| denotes the size of set Ek.
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Adaptive Margin to Incorporate Type Correlation

...

Example Type-Type 
Correlation Scores

Knowledge Base

(Ben Affleck, actor)
(Ben Affleck, director)
(Woody Al len, actor)

(Woody Al len, director)
(J. K. Rowling, author)
(Kobe B ryant, athlete)

...

Entity-type facts
Ben Affleck

Woody Allen

J. K. Rowling

Kobe Bryant

person

director

actor

author

athlete

Corr = 
(0.6+0.6)/2

=0.6

Corr = 
(0.25+0.55)/2

=0.4

person

politician

artist

actor

businessman

author

singer
director

athlete

coach

Adaptive Margin 

Sn_Ted Cruz

Context in Sn: “The effective 
end of Ted Cruz 's presidential 

campaign came on a call …”

politician

athlete

businessman

Score

Sn_Ted CruzScore

Score Sn_Ted Cruz

Margin = 1 / 
sim(politician, 

athlete) = 3

Margin = 1 / sim(politician, 
businessman) = 1.5

Feature Description Example
Head Syntactic head token of the mention “HEAD Turing”
Token Tokens in the mention “Turing”, “Machine”
POS Part-of-Speech tag of tokens in the mention “NN”
Character All character trigrams in the head of the mention “:tu”, “tur”, ..., “ng:”
Word Shape Word shape of the tokens in the mention “Aa” for “Turing”
Length Number of tokens in the mention “2”

Context Unigrams/bigrams before and after the mention “CXT B:Maserati ,”, “CXT A:and
the”

Brown Cluster Brown cluster ID for the head token (learned using D) “4 1100”, “8 1101111”, “12 111011111111”

Dependency Stanford syntactic dependency (Manning et al., 2014)
associated with the head token “GOV:nn”, “GOV:turing”

Table 2: Text features used in this paper. “Turing Machine” is used as an example mention from “The band’s former
drummer Jerry Fuchs—who was also a member of Maserati, Turing Machine and The Juan MacLean—died after
falling down an elevator shaft.”.

Algorithm 1: Path Edit Distance
Input: path 1 p1[1 · · ·m], path 2 p2[1 · · ·n], cost matrix

W [1 · · ·T, 1 · · ·T ]
Output: edit distance between p1 and p2

1 for mi 2M do
2 Edit[1, 1] (p1[1] 6= p2[1])⇥W [p1[1], p2[1]]
3 for i 2 to m do
4 Edit[i, 1] Edit[i� 1, 1] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]]
5 end
6 for j  2 to n do
7 Edit[1, j] Edit[1, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]
8 end
9 for i 2 to m do

10 for j  2 to n do
11 if p1[i] = p2[j] then
12 Edit[i, j] Edit[i� 1, j � 1]
13 end
14 else
15 Edit[1, j] min{
16 Edit[i� 1, j � 1] +W [p1[i], p2[j]],
17 Edit[i� 1, j] +W [p1[i� 1], p1[i]],
18 Edit[i, j � 1] +W [p2[j � 1], p2[j]]}
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return Edit[m,n]
23 end
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equally related to each other (e.g., actor is more
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tional to the number of entities they share in the KB.
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Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
gives a speech at Mission Serve's 
service project ……

Candidate types: {person, politician,
athlete businessman, artist, actor, author}
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ID Sentence

S1
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
gives a speech at Mission Serve's 
service project ……

S1_Arnold Schwarzenegger

Candidate types: {person, politician,
athlete businessman, artist, actor, author}

For a noisy mention, its “best candidate
type” should be ranked higher than all its
“negative types” (non-candidate types)
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service project ……
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where |Ek| denotes the size of set Ek.
In this work, to consider the type-path correla-

tions, we propose a path edit distance to measure
the semantic differences between two type-paths in
the given hierarchy. Algorithm 1 summarizes our
algorithm for deriving the path edit distance.

We compare these three methods for measuring
type correlation in our experiments. Entity-entity
facts of various relationships in the KB can also be
utilized to model type correlation, as discussed in
KB embedding (Hu et al., 2015; Bordes et al., 2013).
We leave this as future work.
Modeling Noisy Type Labels. To effectively model
the noisy mention-type links in subgraph GMY , we
extend the margin-based loss in (Nguyen and Caru-
ana, 2008) (used to learn linear classifiers) to enforce
Hypothesis ??. The intuition of the loss is simple:
for mention mi, the maximum score associated with
its candidate types Yi is greater than the maximum
score associated with any other non-candidate types
Yi = Y \ Yi, where the scores are measured using
current embedding vectors.

Specifically, we use vectors ui, vk 2 Rd to rep-
resent mention mi 2 M and type yk 2 Y in the
d-dimensional embedding space, respectively. The
score of (mi, yk) is defined as the dot product of their
embeddings, i.e., s(mi, yk) = vT

k ui. We define the
partial-label loss `i for mi 2 M as follows.

`n(mi,Yi,Yi) =L
j

rankyk⇤

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

· ⌦i; (6)

⌦i = max

n

0, �k⇤,k̄⇤ � fk⇤
(mi) + fk̄⇤(mi)

o

, (7)

where {yk⇤ , yk̄⇤} are defined as follows.

yk⇤
= argmax

yk2Yi

fk(mi) ; yk̄⇤ = argmax

yk2Yi

fk(mi).

Note that one can also consider all the non-
candidate types instead of just the “best non-
candidate type”, by modifying Eq. (6) as follows.

`n(mi,Yi,Yi) =

X

k̄2Yi

L
j

rankyk⇤
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f(mi)
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⌦i,k̄; (8)
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n

0, �k⇤,k̄ � fk⇤
(mi) + fk̄(mi)

o

. (9)

D Text corpus
M = {mi}Ni=1 Entity mentions in D (size N )
Mc, Mn Clean and noisy mentions in M
Y = {yk}Kk=1 Target entity types (size K)
Yi Candidate types of mi

Yi = Y \ Yi Non-candidate types of mi

F = {fj}Mj=1 Text features in D (size M )
mi 2 RM Feature vector for mi 2 M
yk 2 RK Type label vector for yk 2 Y
U 2 Rd⇥M Mappings for M to d-dim space

Uj 2 Rd Embedding of fj (j-th column of
U)

V 2 Rd⇥K Mappings for Y to d-dim space

Vk 2 Rd Embedding of yk (k-th column of
V)

Table 3: Notations.

Minimizing `n,i encourages a large margin be-
tween the maximum scores maxy2Yi s(mi, y) and
maxy02Yi

s(mi, y0). This forces mi to be embed-
ded closer to the most “relevant” type in the noisy
candidate type set, i.e., y⇤ = argmaxy2Yi

s(mi, y),
than to any other non-candidate types (i.e., Hypoth-
esis ??). This constrasts sharply with multi-label
learning (Yosef et al., 2012), where a large margin
is enforced between all candidate types and non-
candidate types without considering noisy types.

The Joint Optimization Problem. Our goal is
to embed the heterogeneous graph G into a d-
dimensional vector space, following the three pro-
posed hypotheses in Sec. ??. Intuitively, one can
collectively minimize the objectives of the three sub-
graphs GMY , GMF and GY Y , as mentions M and
types Y are shared across them. To achieve the goal,
we formulate a joint optimization problem as fol-
lows.

min

U, V
O = Oc +On (10)

=

X

mi2Mc

`c(mi,Yi,Yi) +

X

mi2Mn

`n(mi,Yi,Yi),

3.1 Model Learning and Inference
We propose an alternative minimization algo-
rithm based on block-wise coordinate descent
schema (Tseng, 2001) to jointly optimize the objec-
tive O in Eq. (10).

We first take the derivative of O with respect to
U while fixing V. The derivative of `c(mi,Yi,Yi)

(denoted as `c,i) with respect to U is computed as

wkk0 of link (yk, yk0
) 2 GY Y is defined as follows.
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tions, we propose a path edit distance to measure
the semantic differences between two type-paths in
the given hierarchy. Algorithm 1 summarizes our
algorithm for deriving the path edit distance.

We compare these three methods for measuring
type correlation in our experiments. Entity-entity
facts of various relationships in the KB can also be
utilized to model type correlation, as discussed in
KB embedding (Hu et al., 2015; Bordes et al., 2013).
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Candidate types: {person, politician,
athlete businessman, artist, actor, author}



Putting Things Together: The Optimization Problem

wkk0 of link (yk, yk0
) 2 GY Y is defined as follows.

wkk0 =
⇣��Ek \ Ek0
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��Ek

��+
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⌘
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where |Ek| denotes the size of set Ek.
In this work, to consider the type-path correla-

tions, we propose a path edit distance to measure
the semantic differences between two type-paths in
the given hierarchy. Algorithm 1 summarizes our
algorithm for deriving the path edit distance.

We compare these three methods for measuring
type correlation in our experiments. Entity-entity
facts of various relationships in the KB can also be
utilized to model type correlation, as discussed in
KB embedding (Hu et al., 2015; Bordes et al., 2013).
We leave this as future work.
Modeling Noisy Type Labels. To effectively model
the noisy mention-type links in subgraph GMY , we
extend the margin-based loss in (Nguyen and Caru-
ana, 2008) (used to learn linear classifiers) to enforce
Hypothesis ??. The intuition of the loss is simple:
for mention mi, the maximum score associated with
its candidate types Yi is greater than the maximum
score associated with any other non-candidate types
Yi = Y \ Yi, where the scores are measured using
current embedding vectors.

Specifically, we use vectors ui, vk 2 Rd to rep-
resent mention mi 2 M and type yk 2 Y in the
d-dimensional embedding space, respectively. The
score of (mi, yk) is defined as the dot product of their
embeddings, i.e., s(mi, yk) = vT

k ui. We define the
partial-label loss `i for mi 2 M as follows.

`n(mi,Yi,Yi) =L
j

rankyk⇤

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

· ⌦i; (6)
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o

, (7)

where {yk⇤ , yk̄⇤} are defined as follows.

yk⇤
= argmax

yk2Yi

fk(mi) ; yk̄⇤ = argmax

yk2Yi

fk(mi).

Note that one can also consider all the non-
candidate types instead of just the “best non-
candidate type”, by modifying Eq. (6) as follows.

`n(mi,Yi,Yi) =

X

k̄2Yi

L
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rankyk⇤
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f(mi)
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n
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(mi) + fk̄(mi)

o

. (9)

D Text corpus
M = {mi}Ni=1 Entity mentions in D (size N )
Mc, Mn Clean and noisy mentions in M
Y = {yk}Kk=1 Target entity types (size K)
Yi Candidate types of mi

Yi = Y \ Yi Non-candidate types of mi

F = {fj}Mj=1 Text features in D (size M )
mi 2 RM Feature vector for mi 2 M
yk 2 RK Type label vector for yk 2 Y
U 2 Rd⇥M Mappings for M to d-dim space

Uj 2 Rd Embedding of fj (j-th column of
U)

V 2 Rd⇥K Mappings for Y to d-dim space

Vk 2 Rd Embedding of yk (k-th column of
V)

Table 3: Notations.

Minimizing `n,i encourages a large margin be-
tween the maximum scores maxy2Yi s(mi, y) and
maxy02Yi

s(mi, y0). This forces mi to be embed-
ded closer to the most “relevant” type in the noisy
candidate type set, i.e., y⇤ = argmaxy2Yi

s(mi, y),
than to any other non-candidate types (i.e., Hypoth-
esis ??). This constrasts sharply with multi-label
learning (Yosef et al., 2012), where a large margin
is enforced between all candidate types and non-
candidate types without considering noisy types.

The Joint Optimization Problem. Our goal is
to embed the heterogeneous graph G into a d-
dimensional vector space, following the three pro-
posed hypotheses in Sec. ??. Intuitively, one can
collectively minimize the objectives of the three sub-
graphs GMY , GMF and GY Y , as mentions M and
types Y are shared across them. To achieve the goal,
we formulate a joint optimization problem as fol-
lows.

min

U, V
O = Oc +On (10)

=

X

mi2Mc

`c(mi,Yi,Yi) +

X

mi2Mn

`n(mi,Yi,Yi),

3.1 Model Learning and Inference
We propose an alternative minimization algo-
rithm based on block-wise coordinate descent
schema (Tseng, 2001) to jointly optimize the objec-
tive O in Eq. (10).

We first take the derivative of O with respect to
U while fixing V. The derivative of `c(mi,Yi,Yi)

(denoted as `c,i) with respect to U is computed as

q Minimize the objective à
– Cleanmentions: positive types are ranked higher than negative types
– Noisy mentions: best candidate type is ranked higher than negative types
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where |Ek| denotes the size of set Ek.
In this work, to consider the type-path correla-

tions, we propose a path edit distance to measure
the semantic differences between two type-paths in
the given hierarchy. Algorithm 1 summarizes our
algorithm for deriving the path edit distance.

We compare these three methods for measuring
type correlation in our experiments. Entity-entity
facts of various relationships in the KB can also be
utilized to model type correlation, as discussed in
KB embedding (Hu et al., 2015; Bordes et al., 2013).
We leave this as future work.
Modeling Noisy Type Labels. To effectively model
the noisy mention-type links in subgraph GMY , we
extend the margin-based loss in (Nguyen and Caru-
ana, 2008) (used to learn linear classifiers) to enforce
Hypothesis ??. The intuition of the loss is simple:
for mention mi, the maximum score associated with
its candidate types Yi is greater than the maximum
score associated with any other non-candidate types
Yi = Y \ Yi, where the scores are measured using
current embedding vectors.

Specifically, we use vectors ui, vk 2 Rd to rep-
resent mention mi 2 M and type yk 2 Y in the
d-dimensional embedding space, respectively. The
score of (mi, yk) is defined as the dot product of their
embeddings, i.e., s(mi, yk) = vT

k ui. We define the
partial-label loss `i for mi 2 M as follows.
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Note that one can also consider all the non-
candidate types instead of just the “best non-
candidate type”, by modifying Eq. (6) as follows.
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D Text corpus
M = {mi}Ni=1 Entity mentions in D (size N )
Mc, Mn Clean and noisy mentions in M
Y = {yk}Kk=1 Target entity types (size K)
Yi Candidate types of mi

Yi = Y \ Yi Non-candidate types of mi

F = {fj}Mj=1 Text features in D (size M )
mi 2 RM Feature vector for mi 2 M
yk 2 RK Type label vector for yk 2 Y
U 2 Rd⇥M Mappings for M to d-dim space

Uj 2 Rd Embedding of fj (j-th column of
U)

V 2 Rd⇥K Mappings for Y to d-dim space

Vk 2 Rd Embedding of yk (k-th column of
V)

Table 3: Notations.

Minimizing `n,i encourages a large margin be-
tween the maximum scores maxy2Yi s(mi, y) and
maxy02Yi

s(mi, y0). This forces mi to be embed-
ded closer to the most “relevant” type in the noisy
candidate type set, i.e., y⇤ = argmaxy2Yi

s(mi, y),
than to any other non-candidate types (i.e., Hypoth-
esis ??). This constrasts sharply with multi-label
learning (Yosef et al., 2012), where a large margin
is enforced between all candidate types and non-
candidate types without considering noisy types.

The Joint Optimization Problem. Our goal is
to embed the heterogeneous graph G into a d-
dimensional vector space, following the three pro-
posed hypotheses in Sec. ??. Intuitively, one can
collectively minimize the objectives of the three sub-
graphs GMY , GMF and GY Y , as mentions M and
types Y are shared across them. To achieve the goal,
we formulate a joint optimization problem as fol-
lows.

min

U, V
O = Oc +On (10)

=

X

mi2Mc

`c(mi,Yi,Yi) +

X

mi2Mn

`n(mi,Yi,Yi),

3.1 Model Learning and Inference
We propose an alternative minimization algo-
rithm based on block-wise coordinate descent
schema (Tseng, 2001) to jointly optimize the objec-
tive O in Eq. (10).

We first take the derivative of O with respect to
U while fixing V. The derivative of `c(mi,Yi,Yi)

(denoted as `c,i) with respect to U is computed as

Accounts for clean mentions Mc Accounts for noisy mentions Mn



Model Learning

q Alternative minimization (between U and V)
– Block-wise coordinate descent algorithm
– Converges to local minimum

q Can also apply SGD for online update

q Easy to parallelize by partitioning the mention set

What we need for inference: embedding
vectors for text features (U) & type labels (V)

Tseng. “Convergence of a block coordinate descent method for 
non-differentiable minimization. JOTA 2011
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q Top-down nearest neighbor
search in the given type hierarchy

Learned embeddings for text features



Experiments
q Datasets:

– Wiki (780k Wikipedia articles)
– OntoNotes (13,109 news articles)
– BBN (2,311 WSJ news articles)

q Compared Methods
– Bootstrapping: ClusType
– Classifier: FIGER, NYENA, Hybrid Neural Model
– Embedding: DeepWalk, LINE, PTE, WSABIE
– Partial-Label Learning: CLPL, PL-SVM
– Variants of AFET:AFET-NoCo, AFET-NoPa, AFET-CoH



Example Output

AFET avoids overly-specific predictions

AFET predicts 
fine-grained 
types with 

better accuracy



Performance Comparison on Fine-Grained Typing

q AFET vs. supervised methods (classifiers & embedding models)
– Partial-label loss for careful modeling of  noisy type labels



Performance Comparison on Fine-Grained Typing

q AFET vs. partial-label learning methods
– Adaptive margins for incorporating type correlation



Performance Comparison on Fine-Grained Typing

q AFET vs. AFET-NoCo à gain from incorporating type correlation
q AFET vs. AFET-NoPa à gain from noise-robust loss function



Comparing on Different Type Levels

q Type correlation signal for helping fine-grained (long-tailed) types

q AFET achieves a 22.36% improvement in Accuracy on level-3 
types, compared to the next best method FIGER. 



Conclusion
q A challenging problem: Fine-Grained Entity Typing

with Noisy Distant Supervision

q An effective and efficient solution: AFET
– Noise-robust embedding of type labels
– Adaptive margins for type correlation

q Improvement on three public entity typing datasets
– https://github.com/shanzhenren/AFET

q Acknowledgement
– Thanks Google PhD Fellowship for supporting my research



Backup: Performance on Pruned Training Data

q AFET vs. Classifiers on pruned training data



Backup: Performance Study

Varying the training set size Varying the dimensionality d



Backup: Performance on Frequent/Infrequent Types

Frequent TypeInfrequent Type



Backup: Model Learning

q Discussions:
– Since our type hierarchy

size is acceptable (~100),
we don’t have to do
negative sampling to
speed up

– We don’t need to
approximate the rank
function

Algorithm 2: Model Learning of AFET
Input: Feature vectors {mi}Ni=1, Type vectors

{yk}Kk=1, learning rate ↵, normalization
constant C

Output: feature embeddings U, type embeddings V
1 Initialize: U and V as random matrices; while O in

Eq. (11) not converge do
2 for mi 2Mc do
3 Compute the margin-infused rank for

yk 2 Yi

4 Compute @`c,i/@U using Eq. (12)
5 Compute @`c,i/@V using Eq. (15)
6 end
7 for mi 2Mn do
8 Compute the margin-infused rank for yk⇤
9 Compute @`n,i/@U using Eq. (13)

10 Compute @`n,i/@V using Eq. (16)
11 end
12 U U� ↵ ·

⇣

P

mi2Mc

@`c,i
@U +

P

mi2Mn

@`n,i

@U

⌘

13 V V � ↵ ·
⇣

P

mi2Mc

@`c,i
@V +

P

mi2Mn

@`n,i

@V

⌘

14 Normalize the norms of U and V to C
15 end

(denoted as `c,i) with respect to U is computed as
follows.

@`c,i
@U

=

X

yk2Yi

L
j

rankyk

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

V · byi,k ·mT
i ,

= V
n

X

yk2Yi

L
j

rankyk

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

byi,k

o

mT
i ,

(12)

where we define (·) as the indicator function and
the vector byi,k as follows.

byi,k =

X

yk̄2Yi

⇣

�(yk, yk̄) + fk̄(mi) > fk(mi)

⌘

rankyk

⇣

f(mi)

⌘

(yk̄ � yk).

Note that if we follow the negative sampling process
in (Weston et al., 2011), vector byi simply changes
into (yk̄ � yk) where yk̄ is sampled following the
procedure in (Weston et al., 2011). While computing
the rank, we can compute Eq. (??) at the same time,
which is efficient as |Y| ⇡ 100.

The derivative of `n(mi,Yi,Yi) (denoted as `n,i)

with respect to U is computed as follows.

@`n,i
@U

=

L
j

rankyk⇤

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

rankyk⇤

⇣

f(mi)

⌘ V · y⇤
i ·mT

i , (13)

where vector y⇤
i is defined as y⇤

i = |Yi|(yk̄⇤ � yk⇤
).

If we use the definition of `n,i in Eq. (9), then y⇤
i will

take the form as follows.

y⇤
i =

X

yk̄2Yi

⇣

�(yk⇤ , yk̄) + fk̄(mi) > fk⇤
(mi)

⌘

(yk̄ � yk).

(14)

Second, we can minimize O with respect to V
while fixing U. The derivative of `c,i with respect
to V is computed as follows.

@`c,i
@V

=

X

yk2Yi

L
j

rankyk

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

Umi · byT
i,k

= Umi

n

X

yk2Yi

L
j

rankyk

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

· byT
i,k

o

.

(15)

The derivative of `n,i in Eq. (6) with respect to V
is computed as follows.

@`n,i
@V

=

L
j

rankyk⇤

⇣

f(mi)

⌘k

rankyk⇤

⇣

f(mi)

⌘ Umi · y⇤T
i . (16)

Similarly, if we use the definition of `n,i in Eq. (9),
then y⇤

i will take the form in Eq. (14).
Algorithm 2 summarizes our algorithm. Eq. (11)

can also be solved by a mini-batch extension of
the Pegasos algorithm (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2011),
which is a stochastic sub-gradient descent method
and thus can efficiently handle massive text corpora.
Due to lack of space, we do not include derivation
details here.
Type Inference. With the learned mention embed-
dings {ui} and type embeddings {vk}, we perform
top-down search in the candidate type sub-tree Yi

to estimate the correct type-path Y⇤
i . Starting from

the tree’s root (denoted as r), we recursively find the
best type among the children types (denoted as Ci(r))
by measuring the dot product of the corresponding
mention and type embeddings, i.e., s(ui,vk). The
search process stops when we reach to leaf type, or
the similarity score is below a pre-defined threshold
⌘ > 0. Algorithm ?? summarizes the proposed type
inference process.


